Restorative Movement: Nature’s prescription for recovery and wellness.
These simple restorative movement patterns are easy to learn, profoundly simple to
implement, and do not require professional training in order to use.
I use these patterns routinely in my osteopathic practice.
The patterns are safe and based on innate patterns we all possess.
The session will also explore how to frame the patterns using metaphors and intentions that
drive movement rather than focussing on acquiring a technique of precise form.
So no physical gymnastics required.
The patterns can be used to:
• Access parasympathetic state (rest and digest)
• Release tension
• Aid recovery from injury
• Reduce or eliminate chronic pain
• Cultivate self-care
The approach has grown out of 30+ years of working with bodies. And has been influenced
by the disciplines of dance, osteopathy, biomechanics, TCM, martial arts, improv, NLP,
coaching and more.

Some definitions
Restorative movement is the kind of movement that helps restore and repair the body
Let’s review some basics super quick
Can we all agree:
• We heal, repair and restore best when we are in rest and digest
• Movement is fundamental to recovery
• Life is a process of movement
• The body is a movement system
• Everything moves. All the time
• If you are in rest and digest virtually any movement can be restorative
So a big part of my focus is to get people into rest and digest. And to get them to move in a
way that encourages restoration.
Typically, I work with untrained bodies, people who go for a walk or maybe at a push go to
the gym a couple of times a week, even the occasional yoga or Pilates class but not
professionals or extreme advocates of embodied practice.
The stuff you will learn is based on the work I do with those kinds of people. You don’t need
to be trained or have a deep technical knowledge to suggest or play with these approaches
they are super easy to do. And it only took a lifetime to learn the value of simplicity.

Let’s look at some ways we can get people into parasympathetic state and activating
restorative movement
#1 Pain/Bliss face
Some people show pain in their face. The face effects the whole body. Try it out.

Choose a safe movement that could create a flinching wincing effect.
• Do that movement and mimic the flinching wincey pain effect
• Notice what happens to your:
o Breath
o Shoulders
o Jaw
o Forehead/eyes
o Abdomen
o Diaphragm
o Neck
o And anywhere where else
•

Consider how these reactions affect your state, do they nurture parasympathetic or
sympathetic autonomic nervous function?

Now let’s transpose the pain face for a bliss face, that may seem strange or difficult for
someone who is suffering, but there is room for them to change their expression. But be
sensitive: use judgement as to when to use this technique.
Notice as you do bliss face what happens differently in your body to: breath, shoulders, jaw,
forehead, abdomen, diaphragm, neck, and everywhere else.
How does that affect your state does it nurture parasympathetic or sympathetic autonomic
nervous function? It may take some practice to break the natural urge to wince but it is
possible with a small amount of practice.

#2 Flower Breath
Think about a resource that you need to have for creating bliss face. Calmness, courage,
forgiveness, ease, gratitude, whatever you need in that moment. Imagine you can access
that resource through a special form of psychic aromatherapy.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Imagine you are holding a flower
See its colour
Feel the texture of the stem
Bring it to your nose and feel the petals on your nose
Take a slow deep gorgeous lungful
Hold the fragrance in your body let it percolate and populate your being
Let out a slow sighing breath as you release the fragrance

It doesn’t have to be a flower, it can be a pot plant, a plate of food, or anything that you
enjoy smelling.
The main idea is to slow down, activate your imagination and allow yourself to become
playful with it.

#3 Safe zone of movement
When we have pain often our range of motion is restricted and going to the end of the
range hurts.
It’s almost as if we have a movement zone that is guarded, and when we go there it can be
like touching an electric fence, it can trigger stress, sympathetic autonomic nervous
agitation and setup a pain loop.

There is usually a range of motion that is either pain free or a lot less painful than at the
extremes.
When tissues are healing and knitting together we want to avoid overstretching them, when
a person has become over sensitized to pain and is creating further agitation its helpful to
move inside the range that is not painful.
As we move within the safe zone the tissues get the benefit of movement and all the good
that does to the system without the shock factor that tends to create pain sensitivity.
As you work inside the safe zone
• Does the barrier widen or narrow?
• What kind of movement could that be applied to?
• What kind of situation could that work in?
• What would be the effect on the bodies restorative system?

#4 Healing rhythms
We all know these rhythms. They turn up usually when we are being kind and supportive to
others.
Do a little exercise
Imagine you are holding a young baby in your arms, the baby is scared or has a temperature
how do you sway or rock the baby? How do you stroke its head?
Now hold a puppy or kitten and imagine it is scared of the fireworks or it has just been
bitten by a bigger animal, how would you pet that little creature, how would you stroke it.
Imagine someone you love in a rocking chair and they are unwell, imagine they need to go
to sleep and you are there to support them how do you rock the chair?
The rhythms you use to soothe are healing rhythms.

How does your energy feel when you are using them?
Where and how is your attention?
What is your intention?
Now apply that to yourself.

Now that you are using bliss face #1
Have created the resources you need using flower breath #2
Are working in the safe zone #3
Using the healing rhythms #4
What next?
#5 Finding the impulse to move
Let’s take the simple repetitive movements and allow them to develop into a free form that
unwinds the tension even more.
Your body knows how to knit bone back, how to repair damage, how to keep your heart
beating, how to convert oxygen to energy, food to fuel, it knows how to walk and talk and
see and hear, it’s has deep intelligence, far greater than my or your ability to work stuff out.
So let’s see if you can allow the body to move by itself within the safe zone using all the stuff
we ve learned so far, kind of like freestyling within a safe framework.
Notice that as you pay attention to your body it can move in any direction. Just imagine you
switch from letting your conscious mind control the movement to allowing your body to
move by itself. Imagine you can switch on an auto pilot so that you can sit back and be
surprised and discover how it wants to move.
Relax into your body and invite an impulse from your body to move let your body chose
don’t overthink, just allow whatever movement your body wants to do. Let’s start with a
single impulse first. Let’s do that a few times.
Now join them up and allow the body to do its dance its unwinding.
No judgment about good bad right wrong just experience it and be curious .
Remember learning to walk, you didn’t have to think about it, your body knew what to do.
You just followed the impulse.
Try it with your eyes closed.

#6 Micro Muscle Movement
A further development is to create a Micro Muscle Movement. Here’s one way.
You know in theory, if you halve something it will continue halving to infinity, I’m not
getting into the philosophy or maths of that but the idea is reasonable that if you halve a
movement it will get smaller and smaller until it is imperceptible and all you have is a tiny
impulse.
Take any simple movement and halve it, halve it again so each time it gets smaller but keep
the energy and awareness of the movement as if you can feel it firing fully even though it is
getting smaller. This is a micro muscle movement and is extremely useful to keep the
neurology firing. Even just imagining a movement can increase strength and reduce atrophy.
This process is also used in high performance sports training and can be used to shift states.
There is no physical stress on healing tissues but there is a strong neurological impulse being
triggered. Great for those who don’t actually exercise. As in the example of an old lady with
neck degeneration.

